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Parallel LC circuits that you tune
by changing capacitance have a non-
linear frequency-versus-voltage or

frequency-versus-shaft-position character-
istic. The frequency of an analog-tuned cir-
cuit is proportional to the reciprocal of the
square root of the tuning capacitance.
When you tune a bandwidth that is say, 5%
or less of the center frequency, the fre-

quency-versus-capacitance over this lim-
ited band is essentially linear. Because the
frequency is proportional to capacitance,
it’s desirable to have a linear capacitance-
versus-shaft-position or capacitance-ver-
sus-voltage characteristic. A mechanical
variable capacitor can provide a linear ca-
pacitance-versus-rotation characteristic.
However, mechanical tuning capacitors are

expensive and large and have limited reli-
ability.

You frequently use varactor diodes for
voltage control of capacitance. But their ca-
pacitance-versus-voltage characteristic is
approximately logarithmic, not linear. In
the days of vacuum tubes, designers used
reactance-tube circuits for automatic fre-
quency control in FM receivers and for

“Tube” circuit provides linear tuning
Lyle Williams, Electronic Technical Services, New Orleans, LA

The simple tester in Figure 1
detects short circuits on assem-
bled pc boards and also rings out

cables and harnesses. The short find-
er has a narrow zone of
threshold uncertainty
and very low “insertion” voltage and
current, and it’s not confused by ca-
pacitors. The circuit uses an LM10,
an IC that combines a precision 200-
mV reference, a reference buffer, and
an independent, high-quality op
amp. It can operate from supply volt-
ages of 1.1 to 40V. The op amp in this
design serves as a comparator. The
voltage from the reference buffer, via
R

2
, creates a positive-going bias shift

at the balance input and a negative-going
bias shift at the comparator’s in-
verting input.

When the tested circuit resistance
exceeds 2V, the negative-going bias
overrides the positive-going bias, and
the comparator delivers 0V to the
buzzer. Otherwise, the comparator
delivers full output voltage to the buzzer
to indicate a short circuit. R

1
limits the

current to the circuit under test to less
than 1 mA. The circuit’s current drain is
less than 300 mA with open test probes
and approximately 2 mA with the probes
shorted together. Open-circuit voltage is

200 mV, which is less than the
turn-on voltage for pn junc-
tions. If desired, you can set
the voltage as low as 15 mV
by adding 18V resistance
between pins 2 and 3 of IC

1
.

However, the quiescent cur-
rent increases to 1 mA.

You can change the resis-
tance threshold by changing
the value of R

2
. With the val-

ues shown, the threshold is
approximately 2V. The sup-
ply voltage can be within 1.1
to 30V, depending on the
buzzer’s voltage range. You
can use any piezo buzzer

with current consumption lower than 20
mA. You can easily build the short finder
as an adapter for a DMM, provided that
the DMM has a continuity function
(Figure 2). Upon detection of a resistance
that is less than 2V, the short finder deliv-
ers a virtual negative resistance to the
DMM. By nature, this signal is lower than
any DMM continuity threshold (which is
always positive); therefore, the circuit
works with any DMM. R

3
limits the cur-

rent to the DMM’s input circuitry to
approximately 1 mA. (DI #2264).
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Short-circuit finder uses few parts
Boris Khaykin, Candid Logic Inc, Madison Heights, WI

Keep an ear open for short circuits, with this easy-to-build short-cir-
cuit tester.

Add a short-circuit test capability to your DMM,
using this modification of the circuit in Figure 1.
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modulating FM transmitters. It’s possible
to make the capacitance of the circuit pro-
portional to the transconductance (g

m
) of

the tube. Over a certain bias range, the
tube’s g

m
is proportional to the grid bias

voltage.You can build such a reactance cir-
cuit using FET or bipolar transistors (Fig-
ure 1). The current in the drain circuit is in
quadrature with the drain voltage because
of the feedback elements R

1
and C

1
. As a re-

sult, the drain circuit emulates a capacitor.
You can control the capacitance using

voltage, via potentiometer R
2
, or by adjust-

ing R
1
’s shaft position. (You

should set the unused poten-
tiometer to maximum.)
The L and C values in this

controlled tuned circuit are cho-
sen for a frequency range in the
vicinity of the 49m short-wave
band. The controlled LC circuit
serves to tune a regenerative-
type receiver. The tuning dial for
this radio is linear—a feature
uncommon in analog receivers.
A modern version of the regen-
erative receiver can
provide per-
f o r m a n c e
comparable with
that of a simple su-
perheterodyne re-
ceiver. Regenerative
receivers are unique
in that they require

only one LC resonant tuning
circuit. A superhet requires at
least two resonant circuits that
must track each other as you
tune the receiver.

You can change the fre-
quency band of a regenerative
receiver by switching a single
two-terminal inductor. You
could also use Figure 1’s con-
trolled tuned circuit to tune an
RF amplifier, a filter, or an os-
cillator. The reactance circuit

produces a maximum capacitance of
C

R
=g

m
3R

1
3C

1
. R

1
is the total resistance of

potentiometer R
1
. The reactance of C

1

should be much larger than R
1

at the
frequency of interest: X

C1
>>R

1
. Fig-

ure 2 shows the result of using voltage tun-
ing via potentiometer R

2
. The curve is lin-

ear from 0.1 to 1.3V. The change in
frequency that accrues in this voltage range
is 6.2 to 6.07 MHz for a 190-kHz band-
width.

Figure 3 shows the results of shaft tun-
ing. The bend at the lower end of the curve
comes from the potentiometer character-
istic. The curve is linear throughout the en-
tire tuning range, which is 210 kHz wide.
In the reactance-“tube” circuit, it’s desir-
able to use a transistor with high output
impedance. In this respect, a pentode vac-
uum tube with an output impedance of ap-
proximately 750 kV is superior to a tran-
sistor. However, MOSFETs have a
considerably higher g

m
than tubes. The

transistor’s g
m

determines the amount of
change in capacitance that is possible. The
maximum g

m
of a 3N200 MOSFET is

15,000 mmho, and the output impedance
is 13 kV. (DI #2267).

A rare feature in analog receivers, shaft (dial) angular posi-
tion is linear with respect to frequency.
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Use Grandpa’s circuit without a filament to heat the room for linear frequency tuning in a
regenerative radio receiver.
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The frequency-versus-voltage characteristic is linear when
you use voltage control in Figure 1’s circuit.
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